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SUMMARY VERSION 

MoS: the main access Routes to TEN-T Corridors 
 
 

The Motorways of the Sea are the maritime dimension of the TEN-T Corridors, aiming 

to optimize the global logistic chain and to enhance a green, viable, attractive and 

efficient transport mode, through the development of the intermodality concept.  

The MoS have a double nature: 

MoS are access routes to TEN-T corridors MoS are TEN-T corridors segments 
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 The Motorways of the Sea challenges and opportunities: 

Enhance the 
environment

al 
sustainability 

Enhance the 
logistic chain 

efficiency 
(through the 

3 I) 

Improving the 
vessels 
environmental 
performances 

Improving the 
ports  
enviromental 
performances 

Intermodality : 

Integration of the 
infrastructural 
connections between 
road-sea-rail; 

Interconnectivity: 
infra/infostructural last 
mile connections 
between the TEN-T 
axes/corridors and the 
core nodes; 

Integration: Creating a 
project alignment 
between transport, energy 
and telecommunication 
networks and promoting 
the financial integration 
(blending) 
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a) The Motorways of the Sea significant past experiences: 

 «WiderMos» Project; 
 

 Ecobonus Initiative 
 

 Ferrobonus Initiative; 

b) The Motorways of the Sea future experiences: 

 The Ecobonus extension: Ecobonus/Marebonus 2015; 
 

 The «Med Atlantic Ecobonus» Project; 
 

 The «Fresh Food Corridor» Project; 
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The Motorways of the Sea functions: 

 
 

 A Cohesion instrument among the European peripheral regions and 

a political cooperation instrument with the mediterranean eastern 

and southern shore countries; 

 
 

 An economical support instrument able to promote fluidity in trades, 

local development and  scale economies in the transport chain; 

 
 

 An efficient political transport instrument that fosters the 

implementation of the TEN-T corridors, the intermodality concept 

and the enviromental  sustainability into the logistic chain;  



Many Thanks for your attention!  
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On. Ing. Antonio Cancian – President and CEO RAM S.p.A.  
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